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1.0

Mission Statement

MAJA Token (MAJA) is a global initiative dedicated to developing an array of different programs to
combat the criminalization of cannabis. This includes bringing activists and investors together to educate
and inform each other, contacting different media outlets with stories from people who cannot get
cannabis as medical treatment, paying legal fees for individuals fighting for cannabis as medical
treatment in courts of law, campaigning to raise awareness about cannabis as a substitute for harmful
and ineffective medicines.

Vision
The vision of MAJA Token is to grow a large community, to be seen, to be heard and to collectively have
the power to change. If we can start winning battles in countries and states, that have never been won in
present time, we will start a domino effect and win even more battles.

The goal
Cannabis will be recognized for what it is, accepted for what it is and be as normalized as the use of
paracetamol or alcohol.
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2.0

Team Biographies

Daniel Olav
Founder

The founder & CEO is a blockchain and application developer. He has six years of experience in
marketing and a certain degree of experience in web development. A true visionary and caring
leader. After a 15-year battle with a long-term condition called Ulcerative colitis, he has been
using cannabis in tough times to help reduce his infection. Daniel believes he could not live a
normal life and that his health is at great risk without cannabis. This is what drives Daniel most
to make cannabis legalized.

Jerry Ek
Marketing Agent & Advisor

Setting up with social media profiles, news magazines, celebrities and corporations. Advising
the team with marketing strategies.

Predrag Tasic
Pharmaceutical Consultant

Has many years of experience working with prescription drugs. Has great connections in the
medicine and cannabis industry. Providing consultation with his expertise regarding the
scientific basis for cannabis use.
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3.0

Abstract

Statements
Cannabis is used as medicine for many diseases especially bone diseases

Cannabis helps anxiety and is safer than opiates prescribed for mental illness

Cannabis can relieve stress and chronic pain

Regulating cannabis makes society safer

Legalization can lead to billions of dollars in tax revenue

If not harmful, one should have the right to put anything they want into their own body. The people in
charge - running the rules about cannabis, are the least educated on the subject. Tobacco and alcohol
which are way more dangerous and hundreds of thousands of people die per year from those substances
are legal, yet cannabis with not a single overdose or direct death from consumption is still illegal. The
MAJA token can finally, universally unite the people and end the FUD on cannabis.
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4.0

Criminalization of Cannabis and Formation of MAJA Token

The effect of criminalizing cannabis makes a lot of innocent people criminals. When people feel like
criminals, without doing anything harmful to anyone, they lose hope and trust in the government.

Without hope, without trust, more bad things happen.

Legalization of cannabis is not just about the use of a drug. We believe worldwide legalization of
cannabis will do more to this world than almost anyone can imagine.

As we are convinced that legalization of cannabis can change so many lives, and we are convinced that
our vision will be world changing for many of us, even if it is just one country or one state on this planet
that will legalize cannabis in the immediate future because of us – we know that we were part of starting
a domino effect, legalization of cannabis will happen, it is just a matter of when. We want to be here
when it happens.

Therefore we founded MAJA Token.
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5.0

Tokenomics

MAJA Token (MAJA) launched to the blockchain on the 7th of June 2021. The MAJA contract was set in
motion using Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and the contract was verified on bscscan.com immediately after.
The Tokenomics as of 11th June 2021, are as follows:
●

100,000,000,000,000,000 $MAJA Total Initial Supply

●

43,073,672,123,376,300 $MAJA Tokens Burned

●

13,459,470,613,891,200 $MAJA Tokens in Dev. Wallet (Development/Team Tokens/Marketing)

●

56,926,327,876,623,700 $MAJA Tokens Circulating Supply

91.38% of $MAJA Liquidity Locked (remaining 8.62% held by token holders). The initial lock time was set
to 1010 days.
Lock Proof: https://bscscan.com/tx/0xef7006f2417500f9b7dae306284f4d61c74f8095cd32ef30a07e26d4b44716e8

2 _unlockTime

uint256

1710347326

Use Unix Timestamp to convert into year, month, day, hour, minute, second:
https://www.unixtimestamp.com/

Transaction Fees
●

1% distributed to holders

●

2% burned

●

0.01% airdrop wallet
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6.0

Use Case of MAJA

As a development team, we already see many use cases for the MAJA token that will both stimulate the
community and benefit the cause. Holders of MAJA token will be able to vote for actions we take as a
project. We will create a webstore with clothes, shoes, hats and other accessories that can be purchased
using MAJA tokens. All tokens used for purchasing products in our store will be burned and taken out of
circulation forever.

The webstore and voting system will be powered by iOS and Android applications. The more tokens one
holds, the more power one has to control the actions MAJA Token takes as a project.

With the project moving forward, we will always try to create more use cases for MAJA. Festivals,
concerts, clubs and other gigs may welcome MAJA in the future, as we build more and more
partnerships.
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7.0

Our Road Map
June - 2021
Launch to BSC Mainnet
20% of total supply valued at 1 BNB was added to liquidity

https://bscscan.com/tx/0xb65af62953b76d0042ff744f057cf1ff8f2dec10f0d2a89eb44d41c9db2b3a76

✅

Liquidity Lock
All liquidity was locked
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xef7006f2417500f9b7dae306284f4d61c74f8095cd32ef30a07e26d4b44716e8

✅

(As the number of holders increase, we are listing MAJA Token on various platforms)

(New Partnerships and Team Members already in negotiation)

(Upcoming launch of iOS and Android apps)

()

Read more on our website
www.majatoken.io
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Thank you

www.majatoken.io
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